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Homeland Security Approves C.E.D.A.P. Funding
for SUR-TEC’s XOA Series Unmanned Video Surveillance System
LENEXA, Kan. – The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (www.dhs.gov) recently approved the
XOA Series unmanned video surveillance system from SUR-TEC, Inc., for CEDAP funding. A
leading manufacturer of video surveillance systems for government end-users, SUR-TEC is a
member of the Clarence M. Kelley Group of Companies.
Designed for portability and ease of use, XOA is a versatile, portable, multi-use, manned or unmanned video surveillance system. The XOA surveillance system captures real-time evidence
from up to four cameras, operating remotely or on site. By saving the images directly to removable
media, XOA preserves the chain of custody regarding the original source of the evidence.
“XOA is an extremely valuable video surveillance tool for anti-terrorist investigations. We are very
pleased this new system has qualified for direct assistance funding available to emergency
responders, investigators, purchasers, and planners,” said Brian Jacobs, SUR-TEC Managing
Director.
The CEDAP program is a direct assistance program (not a grant), designed to assist smaller
communities in acquiring and using commercially available equipment to prevent, deter, and
respond to terrorist attacks, as identified in state homeland security strategies. The Responder
Knowledge Base (RKB) (http://www.rkb.mipt.org) provides an integrated, online source of
approved equipment. RKB is sponsored by The National Memorial Institute for the Prevention of
Terrorism (MIPT) (www.mipt.org). “We (SUR-TEC) saw the CEDAP program as a perfect
extension of our client service capabilities. The program (CEDAP) provides hardware and
operational training at no cost to the end user. With emergency responder needs continually
growing and budgets shrinking, DHS is helping agencies secure quality hardware and training via
an intensely scrutinized process,” said Jacobs.
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Designed for surveillance activities that require portability & flexibility
An extremely versatile, portable, multi-use, manned or unmanned video surveillance system, XOA
can be deployed outside the target area in virtually any conditions. It allows the user to manage a
variety of cameras (up to four simultaneously), including pan-tilt-zooms, long-range, day-night,
analog and IP digital.
Learn more about the XOA series of surveillance systems at www.sur-tec.com/CEDAP and the
Responder Knowledge Base at www.rkb.mipt.org.>>>(login as guest)>>>keyword search: Sur-Tec.

SUR-TEC, Inc., and the Clarence M. Kelley Group of Companies are headquartered at 7945 Flint,
Lenexa, Kansas 66214, 913.647.7720 [P], 913.647.7730 [F].

Visit them online at http://www.sur-tec.com.

